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Photo Retouching with Photoshop: A Designer's NotebookO'Reilly, 2004
Photo Retouching with Photoshop: A Designer's Notebook is at once eye candy, artistic inspiration, and incomparable technical guidance for intermediate-to-advanced digital imaging professionals, graphic artists, photographers, and just about anyone involved in creating digital images or animations. A visual splendor, this full-color book...

		

Calculus (Stewart's Calculus Series)Brooks Cole, 2007

	Success in your calculus course starts here! James Stewart's CALCULUS texts are world-wide best-sellers for a reason: they are clear, accurate, and filled with relevant, real-world examples. With CALCULUS, Sixth Edition, Stewart conveys not only the utility of calculus to help you develop technical competence, but also gives you an...


		

Computational Aesthetics (SpringerBriefs in Applied Sciences and Technology)Springer, 2018

	The essence of natural computing is aesthetics; for example, in cooking, one of the most common forms of natural computation, the decision to add salt, and how much, is based on the aesthetics of taste. Because touch perception is instinctively related to a sense of beauty, the aesthetics of tactile sense are considered as algorithms by using...





		

Great Web TypographyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
"I’m betting you’ll be as glad as I am to have this on your shelf!"
      –Nick Bradbury, creator of HomeSite and TopStyle
When it comes to great Web sites, looks really ARE everything…      

When you design a page for print, you control the size of the paper and the placement of the elements. But...


		

ConfessionsHackett Publishing, 2019

	"Williams's masterful translation satisfies (at last!) a long-standing need. There are lots of good translations of Augustine's great work, but until now we have been forced to choose between those that strive to replicate in English something of the majesty and beauty of Augustine's Latin style and those that opt instead...


		

Master Guide for Glamour Photography: Digital Techniques and ImagesAmherst Media, 2007

	This guidebook to nude and beauty photography provides amateurs and professionals alike with the necessary tools to create tasteful and artistic images that exceed expectations. With tried-and-true, expert guidance, the entire photo-shoot process—from developing the desired style and look to digital post-production techniques—is...





		

Nine Algorithms That Changed the Future: The Ingenious Ideas That Drive Today's ComputersPrinceton Press, 2011


	Computing is transforming our society in ways that are as profound as the changes wrought

	by physics and chemistry in the previous two centuries. Indeed, there is hardly an aspect of

	our lives that hasn't already been influenced, or even revolutionized, by digital technology.

	Given the importance of computing to modern society,...

		

Good Math: A Geek's Guide to the Beauty of Numbers, Logic, and Computation (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2013

	Mathematics is beautiful--and it can be fun and exciting as well as practical. Good Math is your guide to some of the most intriguing topics from two thousand years of mathematics: from Egyptian fractions to Turing machines; from the real meaning of numbers to proof trees, group symmetry, and mechanical computation. If you've ever...


		

Java Servlet ProgrammingO'Reilly, 1998
A few years ago, the hype surrounding applets put Java on the map as a programming language for the Web. Today, Java servlets stand poised to take Java to the next level as a Web development language. The main reason is that servlets offer a fast, powerful, portable replacement for CGI scripts. 
 
The Java Servlet API, introduced as the...





		

Human Accomplishment: The Pursuit of Excellence in the Arts and Sciences, 800 B.C. to 1950Harper Perennial, 2004
A sweeping cultural survey reminiscent of Barzun's From Dawn to Decadence.
"At irregular times and in scattered settings, human beings have achieved great things. Human Accomplishment is about those great things, falling in the domains known as the arts and sciences, and the people who did them.' 

So begins...


		

The Bento Book: Beauty and Simplicity in Digital OrganizationQue, 2008
Find everything fast...from iCal, Address Book, Apple Mail, even MobileMe and iPhone

 

     •    Use Bento’s stunning templates and themes

     •   ...


		

Assouad Dimension and Fractal Geometry (Cambridge Tracts in Mathematics, Series Number 222)Cambridge University Press, 2020

	The Assouad dimension is a notion of dimension in fractal geometry that has been the subject of much interest in recent years. This book, written by a world expert on the topic, is the first thorough account of the Assouad dimension and its many variants and applications in fractal geometry and beyond. It places the theory of the Assouad...
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